Purpose: The incidence of colorectal cancer is increasing due to a westernized dietary lifestyle, and improvements in treatment and diagnostic tools have resulted in more patients being confirmed of having multiple primary cancers. However, studies regarding multiple primary cancers are insufficient. In this study, the clinical aspects of patients with primary multiple cancers, including colorectal cancers, were investigated, and the results were compared to those of patients with primary colorectal cancer only. Methods: Seven hundred eighteen patients who received surgery for colorectal cancer between March 2003 and September 2012 in CHA Medical Center were enrolled. A retrograde cohort was done for comparison of the two groups: those with and those without multiple primary cancer. The analysis was done according to sex, age, tumor location, tumor size, metastatic regional lymph-node number, vascular/lymphatic microinvasion, staging, tumor markers, microsatellite instability, and C/T subgroup of polymorphism in methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase. Results: Of the 718 subjects, 33 (4.6%) had multiple primary cancers: 12 (36.4%) synchronous and 21 (63.6%) metachronous. The malignancy most frequently accompanying colorectal cancer was gastric cancer, followed by thyroid, prostate, and esophageal malignancies in that order. In the comparison between groups, mean age, tumor location, and microsatellite instability showed statistically significant differences; others parameters did not. Conclusion: The incidence of multiple primary cancers, including colorectal cancer, is increasing. Therefore, defining the characteristics of patients with multiple primary cancers is crucial, and those characteristics need to be acknowledged in the follow-up of colorectal cancer patients.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple primary malignant tumors can be defined as more than two different tumors synchronously or metachronously forming in the same organ or different organs. Coincident with the increasing interest in cancer and with advances in both radical treatments of malignant tumors and diagnosis techniques, the trend has been towards increasing frequency of multiple malignant tumors. Also, the recent westernization of diet has been driving a fast growth in the number of colorectal cancer patients in Korea, and the number of patients with multiple primary malignant tumors accompanying colorectal cancers has also been rising [1] . According to a number of reports, multiple primary malignant tumors accompanied by colorectal cancers have been found in about 2%-5% of all patients, and some findings have indicated that the newly occurring cancers are related to the prognosis of the previous cancer [2] [3] [4] . Therefore, quick diagnosis and treatment of secondary cancers are essential to the prognosis of patients. Lately in Korea, some research has been done on multiple primary malignant tumors and on those accompanying colorectal cancers intermittently; however, the number of such patients is not sufficient [5, 6] . In this study, we present the clinical characteristics of patients with multi-ple primary malignant tumors accompanying colorectal cancers and the differences between those characteristics and those of patients with primary colorectal cancer.
METHODS
We divided 718 patients who had surgery at one hospital from March 2003 until September 2012 into a group of patients with multiple primary malignant tumors and a group of patients with primary colorectal cancer, and we conducted a retrospective study based on their medical history and test results in order to do a comparative analysis. The investigation addressed sex, age, tumor location, tumor size, number of metastatic regional lymph nodes if any, microvessel/lymphatic invasion, clinical stage, tumor marker, microsatellite instability (MSI) and lastly, C/T, the typical genetic morphism of methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR), which is involved in DNA methylation. The tumor location was classified into the right colon from the ascending colon to the transverse colon and the left colon from the descending colon to the transverse colon. These clinical factors were investigated to determine if any of them were linked to the formation of multiple primary cancers. The software package IBM SPSS ver. 19.0 (IBM Co., Armonk, NY, USA) was utilized for the statistical analysis, and P-values of less than 0.05 were interpreted as statistically significant.
RESULTS
Of a total of 718 patients with diagnosed colorectal cancer, 33 (4.6%) developed multiple primary malignant tumors in other organs. Among the 33 patients, 7 (21.2%) had had a previous cancer in an organ other than the colon; 26 cases (78.8%) had had a colorectal cancer previously. Of those 33 patients, 12 (36.4%) had synchronous tumors with the interval between the first and the second cancers being shorter than 6 months while 21 (63.6%) had metachronous tumors with the interval between the first and the second cancers being longer than 6 months (average interval, 4.3 years). Two of the 33 patients had multiple primary malignant tumors in more than 3 parts of their organs ( Table 1) .
The malignant tumors accompanying colorectal cancer most frequently were stomach cancer, (12 patients, 36.4%), followed by thyroid cancer (5 patients, 15.1%), prostate cancer (5 patients, 15 .1%), and esophageal cancer (2 patients, 6%). Other sites of primary cancers were the liver, common bile duct, pancreas, small intestine, lung, bladder, ureter, kidney, uterus, cervix (one incidence each, 30.3%) ( Table 2) . When the differences between the patients with multiple primary cancers and those with single colorectal cancer were assessed, the average age was 67.15 ± 11.7 years for multiple-primary-cancer group and 62.44 ± 12.3 years for the single-colorectal-cancer group, and that difference was statistically significant (P = 0.032). The multiple-primary-cancer group included 24 males (72.7%) and 9 females (27.3%) while the single-colorectal-cancer group included 400 males (58.4%) and 285 females (41.6%). The ratio of males to females was much higher in multiple-primarycancer group, but this difference was not statistically significant.
The tumor size, number of metastasized regional lymph nodes, and microvessel/lymphatic invasions were not different between the two groups. In terms of tumor location, 16 (48.5%) were located in the right colon cancer was and 17 (51.5%) were located in the left colon for the multiple-primary-cancer group (33 patients) while 202 (29.5%) were located in the right colon and 483 (70.5%) were located in the left colon for the single-colon-cancer group (685 patients), showing a higher number of tumors in the right colon for the multiple-primary-cancer group, which was statistically significant (P = 0.02; odd ratio [OR], 2.25).
Clinical staging was divided into four stages from 1 to 4, but distinctions among the stages showed no statistical significance. Categorizing stages 1 and 2 as early colorectal cancer and stages 3 and 4 as progressive colorectal cancer did not show any statistical dis- 
tinctions.
Tumor markers showed no statistical differences between the multiple primary cancer group and the single colon cancer group. MTHFR was classified into two groups: the CC/CT group of the wild type and the heterogeneous type, and the TT group of the mutant type, but the groups showed no statistically significant differences. For MSI, five microsatellite markers were analyzed. Cases in which instability was found in more than two markers were defined as MSI-high cases whereas cases in which instability was found in zero or one marker were defined as microsatellite stability (MSS)/MSI-low cases. While the multiple-primary-cancer group included 24 MSI-high patients (72.7%) and 9 MSS/ MSI-low patients (27.3%), the multiple-primary-cancer group had 66 MSI-high patients (9.6%) and 619 MSS/MSI-low patients (90.4%), a statistically significant difference (P = 0.001) ( Table 3) .
DISCUSSION
Multiple primary malignant tumors were first reported by Billroth [7] in 1889, but his criteria were somewhat complicated; hence, the definition published in 1932 by Warren and Gates [8] has been widely used. The diagnostic criteria of multiple primary cancers are as follows: firstly, each tumor should be histopathologically malignant; secondly, each tumor should be histologically different; thirdly, the possibility of metastasis of each tumor should be ruled out. Later on, Moertel [9] categorized multiple primary cancers into three groups: tumors formed in the same organ, tumors formed in different organs, and the combination of the first two cases. This study took only the second group into account.
The criterion for a tumor's being "synchronous" or "metachronous" is 6 months or 1 year depending on the study, but this research adopted 6 months as a standard [10, 11] . The study conducted by Kim et al. [12] reported that 36.3% chance of a tumor's being synchronous and 63.7% chance of its being metachronous and those results are quite similar to the results of our research. Moreover, in the case of metachronous tumors, the occurrence interval was reported to be 4.16 years by Kim et al. [12] , and 5.7 years by Yoon and Kim [13] . In this study, the occurrence interval for metachronous cancer patients was 4.3 year on average. Kim et al. [12] revealed the number of cases in which the second cancer was diagnosed due to symptoms was larger than the number of cases in which the second cancer was diagnosed from a follow-up test. In addition, by the time patients started to perceive the symptoms, they were more likely already to have progressive cancer; thus, detailed attention when conducting follow-up observations is necessary if cancers that have developed in other parts of the body are to be found. During this study, we discovered that many patients who had a first colorectal cancer also developed stomach cancer, thyroid cancer, and prostate cancer; therefore, we insist that follow-up observation after surgery for colorectal cancer has to include gastroscopy, thyroid ultrasonography, abdominal ultrasonic examination, etc.
In Korea, the most-frequently diagnosed cancers that are affected by major malignant tumors are stomach cancer (21.6%), liver cancer (11.5%), lung cancer (11.2%), cervical cancer (9.4%), colorectal cancer (8.2%), female breast cancer (5.3%), hematopoietic cancer (3.0%), thyroid cancer (2.8%), and bladder cancer (2.2%), and the frequency of multiple primary cancer is high for the stomach and the colon [14, 15] . On the other hand, the most common sites for cancers in Western countries are the female breast, large intestine and prostate gland probably because the rate of stomach cancer is low [16, 17] . In this study, there was no meaningful difference in the average age between the multiple-primary-cancer group, 67.15 years, and the single-colon-cancer group, 62.44 years. This is similar to the result of Kim et al. [12] 's study. MTHFR is an enzyme that takes part in acid metabolism, catalyzes the conversion of 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate to 5-methyltetrahydrofolate, a cosubstrate for homocysteine remethylation to methionine, and plays a major role in DNA methylation [18, 19] . Many past studies found that genetic variation of MTHFR might influence the susceptibility to colon cancer, and it was found to affect other cancers such as breast cancer, ovarian cancer, etc. [20, 21] . Even though this study concluded that genetic mutation of MTFHR had nothing to do with multiple primary cancers, judging from the fact that disorders of folic acid metabolism and DNA methylation are associated with the incidence of various cancers, additional studies on this matter are necessary.
Multiple primary malignant tumors have been mentioned to be attributable to iatrogenic, environmental and hereditary factors, but such associations are only partially understood. Cheng et al. [22] reported that approximately 40% of patients with metachronous multiple primary malignant tumors had a history of receiving anticancer treatments or radiation therapy in an attempt to cure the symptoms of their first cancer, but developed secondary tumors within 3-8 years following their initial treatment. In other words, anticancer treatments and radiation therapy were the major causes of multiple primary malignant tumors. Common environmental factors that contribute to cancer death include smoking tobacco and drinking alcohol, and especially when multiple tumors develop in the respiratory and the digestive systems, these environmental factors need to be considered [23] .
Hereditary factors may be another cause of multiple primary malignant tumors, as well. Hayashi et al. [24] carried out a study on a correlation between the loss of mismatch repair protein (MMR protein) and MSI among stomach-cancer and colorectalcancer patients with multiple primary malignant tumors. The study revealed that 23% of the colorectal cancer patients with accompanying stomach cancer showed MSI while 8% of primary colorectal cancer patients showed MSI. In addition, 12% of multiple stomach and colorectal cancer patients showed loss of MMR protein, which in all the identical MMR protein (hMLH1 or hMSH2). Furthermore, Hayashi et al. [24] suggested that MMR protein deficiency was closely related to a high incidence of right colon cancer and multiple colorectal cancers; thus, great care needs to be taken to look for stomach cancer during follow-up observation for those colorectal cancer patients with MMR protein deficiency. Taking it into account that 73% of multiple-primary-cancer patients and 9% of single-colon-cancer cancer patients showed MSI and that right colon cancer came with more developed multiple primary cancers than left colon cancer in our study, we conclude that hereditary factors are highly likely to have played a role in the process.
This study was a retrospective research based on medical reports. Thus, some discrepancies in the method of follow-up observation and its duration for each patient might exist. Because the existence of such discrepancies could cause statistical errors, that is a potential limitation of this study.
In conclusion, due to the increasing number of colorectal cancer patients and to advances in cancer diagnosis and treatment, the number of patients with multiple malignant tumors accompanying colorectal cancer has been rising in recent years. Therefore, understanding the clinical characteristics of patients with multiple primary cancers better has become necessary, and more detailed attention needs to be paid to those characteristics during followup observations of those patients.
